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Abstract

Research in sensor networks, continuous queries (CQ), and other do-

mains has been motivated by powerful applications that aim to aggre-

gate, assimilate, and interact with scores of sensor networksin parallel.

Numerous system ingredients are necessary to make these applications

possible. Sensor network research is building some of these compo-

nents from the bottom up, dealing with issues such as wireless con-

nectivity and battery life. CQ, peer-to-peer (P2P), and other research

areas are building top down, examining in-network services, naming,

decentralized queries, and scale. While many research groups use the

same types of applications to motivate their work, many of these appli-

cations cannot be built today because of missing bridge research. These

challenges include: uniting vastly differing devices and services, man-

aging intermittent connectivity, placing in-network services with QoS

and other constraints, developing unified security models, and correlat-

ing between sensor networks. This paper distills these new problems

and outlines one proposed system that explores solutions to these con-

cerns.

1 Introduction
Visionary application scenarios inspire and motivate com-
puter science research. Descriptions of these systems are
compelling even to a non-technical audience. For instance,
medical first responders wish to track patients’ vital signs
and treatments wirelessly at the scene of an accident and
immediately make this information available to remote
doctors. A more pedestrian scenario finds a driver who
wishes to navigate the roads of a busy city to find the “best”
parking spot to her destination, taking into account cost,
weather, current traffic, and preferred walking distance.
These applications appear within reach, and yet currently
neither of them can be built.

These scenarios, and the many like them, rely on sen-
sor networks, middleware, distributed query processing,
and the work of many other self-contained research dis-
ciplines. However, the union of these disciplines leaves
several significant research questions unanswered, because
each of these fields makes a set of assumptions that do
not hold throughout the entire system. Salient open prob-
lems emerge when one takes a more holistic cross-systems

viewpoint.
At its most basic level, research in sensor networks ex-

amines how to efficiently push sensor data through a wire-
less infrastructure to one or more base stations. Efficiency
is gained by intelligently inferring events from the sensed
data using in-network processing [14]. Although there
has been much research in message-passing algorithms
[15, 17], on-the-fly sensor reprogramming [21] and query
languages [23, 34], most of the proposed solutions essen-
tially end at the base station.

Likewise, Internet-based data processing research has
taken many forms over the years, including work in clas-
sic distributed systems, agents [20], publish/subscribe [2,
5, 27, 29], Grid [11] and peer-to-peer scenarios [16, 31].
These systems have focused on other applications, such as
federating databases [26], harnessing compute cycles [30],
and Web-based content distribution [3]. Most recently, the
Continuous Queries work (CQ) from the database com-
munity offers in-network processing of streaming data in
stable, homogeneous networks [6, 7, 8, 25]. Much Grid
work has examined naming and creating common inter-
faces (e.g., WSDL) [10], a piece in the puzzle needed
to link disjoint sensor networks. P2P focuses on scale
and disconnection, frequently at the expense of complex
queries and a good naming system. All of these groups
make different assumptions about their data model and in
the connectivity, stability, and consistency, of their net-
worked participants.

Applications that will aggregate, assimilate, and interact
with geographically diverse sensor networks share some
of the requirements for, and can use some of the existing
solutions from, sensor- and Internet-based data processing
systems. However, a brief analysis of a few application
scenarios reveals a set of research topics that must be ad-
dressed before these applications can be realized: uniting
vastly differing devices and services, managing intermit-
tent connectivity, placing in-network services with QoS
and other constraints, developing unified security models,
and correlating data across sensor networks. We outline
each of these research challenges in turn and describe the
initial design of Hourglass, a scalable data collection net-
work, that is intended to address them.



2 Motivating Applications
This section delineates two reasonable vision applications
that are both representative and currently unattainable.
These applications highlight the open technology problems
that future research should address.

2.1 Medical Monitoring

One application driving research at groups at Harvard, Sun,
HP, and MIT is medical monitoring [33]. Consider a mass
casualty triage scenario, beginning at an accident and end-
ing with care at a hospital. At the accident, medics first
attach sensors to patients to quickly determine their status,
just as they now evaluate patients manually to determine
who needs help first. A typical sensor might be a wire-
less, finger-mounted pulse oximeter that describes several
patient characteristics at once, facilitating rapid discovery
of the patient’s condition. As medics get to work, in-
formation about treatment and patient status flows to the
medics’ PDAs and local ambulances. Even as medics
move around, they are notified when a patient’s condition
suddenly changes.

Medics, or a dispatcher also monitoring this informa-
tion, would then choose an appropriate hospital for each
patient, based on each hospital’s location and current
staffing, bed availability, and road conditions. En route
to the hospital, additional data about each patient is trans-
mitted from the ambulance to prepare the emergency room
team before the patient arrives.

Later, properly authorized medical researchers might
gain limited access to the data in order to study how pa-
tients respond to treatment and how medical training might
be improved.

This scenario is an example of a data collection and
analysis system that must run securely over intermittent
connections on a set of disparate devices.

2.2 Infrastructure and Environment Monitoring

Prototypes for monitoring the structural integrity of build-
ings and bridges [18, 19], the availability of parking spots
[9], and the health of natural environments [4, 24] have
been proposed and developed. Previous work in infrastruc-
ture and environmental monitoring has generated efficient
protocols for wireless communication and examined the
use of heterogeneous devices for longevity. Separate re-
search has touched on in-network data processing. IrisNet,
for example, includes video cameras attached to comput-
ers which perform data processing computation and pass
the data to a database [9]. This work, as with all CQ work
of which we are aware, has sensor streams flowing directly
into computers that are connected to a stable core of ho-
mogeneous computers.

By combining data from several existing sensor net-
works, one can build a richer application. Sensor data

could come from wireless sources, as it does in the in-
frastructure and environment monitoring research. More
complex processing of wide-spread streams could occur
at wired and more stable nodes as it does in CQ. Gluing
together these two domains will allow us to answer more
interesting application questions that tie together data from
multiple sensor clusters.

3 Open Problems

In this section, we review the significant open problems
that need to be addressed before we can construct these
interesting applications.

Uniting vastly different devices and services.Devices
in vision applications will vary widely in storage capac-
ity, availability, network bandwidth, energy usage, proces-
sor speeds, and component characteristics; there is not a
simple differentiating line between sensors and PCs. Sen-
sor networks are already being built with heterogeneous
nodes, where a well-provisioned node may act as an anchor
for battery-powered sensors [19]. The intermediate net-
work nodes, responsible for processing and relaying data
between sensors and applications, may also be heteroge-
neous and thereby limit their interchangeability. For in-
stance, the medical monitoring scenario ties together mul-
tiple wireless sensor types (e.g.,oximeters, ECG), PDAs,
laptops, a necessarily reliable and secure routing network,
and legacy hospital systems. This diversity presents prob-
lems of naming and interfaces, since establishing alingua
francaacross systems may not be possible.

An extensive body of work on naming, lookup, and in-
terfaces has come from Grid and ubiquitous computing
research [1, 10, 13]. Because applications will need to
reach below the base station, existing protocols that require
point-to-point communication, significant translation pro-
cessing, and large payloads may prove too heavyweight.
Once mechanisms for handling this broad heterogeneity
are developed, holistic application development may be fa-
cilitated with an expansion of macroprogramming [32].

Functioning continuously despite intermittent con-
nectivity. Medical monitoring and other scenarios may
involve mobile, wireless, battery-powered devices. For in-
stance, as medics move around, patient data is not merely
forwarded to the ambulance via PDAs. Instead, suffi-
cient information must be available to at least one PDA
for medics to be able to react to changes in patients’ con-
ditions. Systems like this one must seamlessly transform
themselves when reconnected with a larger network, when
the movement has ceased.

Partitions in the network appear to occur at well-defined
locations,e.g.,at the ambulance, and when medics walk
out of range of patients. Similar deterministic partition
points exist in building and environmental monitoring and,



if explicitly planned for, could allow significant optimiza-
tions and changes in operating mode.

The existence of both critical data and partitions differ-
entiates this work from existing work: CQ typically ig-
nores partitions, while most sensor networks drop data un-
til they can be repaired. In the scenarios described here,
partitioned nodes need to be particularly intelligent about
what data is dropped; some data may be needed as soon as
reconnection occurs. Much work in P2P applies to these
disconnect/reconnect scenarios, but the well-defined parti-
tion points and the differences between wired and wireless
links makes it difficult to draw directly from this work.

Placement of in-network services constrained by De-
vice and Network. The process of transmitting data be-
tween sensors and applications will be enhanced through
in-network processing. For example, if many cars all need
the same traffic data from several highways simultane-
ously, we should not route each tuple to each car; instead,
we should aggregate data. CQ has two current solutions
to this problem: (1) use a centralized database or (2) de-
centralize the operators (but with manual control,e.g.,the
boxes and arrows of Aurora [35]). A centralized mecha-
nism becomes unscalable in the general case. In light of
the vastly different devices these systems will contain (and
their scale), asking humans to solve this problem seems
untenable. Operator placement and online optimization,
constrained by device capability, is a hard problem, par-
ticularly when operators must be carefully placed within
the sensor network according to some constraints (e.g., ef-
ficiency, access control rights, etc).

Placement of in-network services is a multi-step pro-
cess. First, an application demand is translated into a se-
ries of operators. In-network operators receive inputs from
live sensor data from one or more networks, from stored
data, and from other operators. Some operators logically
and physically exist within sensor networks. Then, path
placement determines the order in which data is to pass
through service instantiations; it maps operators onto ser-
vices that the network can actually provide. This mapping
is constrained by application Quality of Service (QoS) re-
quirements, and communication between services may be
limited by their heterogeneity. We could try to leverage ex-
isting algorithmic techniques, particularly those from the
database community. However, because sensor data is ex-
pected to be lossy and noisy and because applications will
have significant timing constraints, it does not appear that
using a distributed database for inter-sensor network com-
munication is the right solution.

System-wide security: integrity, privacy, and au-
thentication. Several of the applications driving this work
have stringent security restrictions.Authentication, access
control, andencryptionare important in medical applica-
tions because of federal privacy regulations, and, in sys-

tems where ownership of data is an issue, access control
is important. It must not be possible for an eavesdropper
to acquire patient data and for researchers to obtain data to
which they have not explicitly been given access.

Solving this problem requires a unified threat model: if
we design for adversaries of typex (e.g.,complete parame-
ter knowledge), at what points can the system be attacked?
While encrypting transmissions between sensors and be-
tween nodes in the larger network is a start, it does not
provide a true analysis of the breaking points. In particular,
many of the weak points are likely to be the ones created
at the new transition points between sensors and a larger
network. Addressing these issues will, built upon exist-
ing techniques for security analysis. However, this type
of threat model analysis can only be performed well when
applications are considered in their entirety, something that
has yet to be done.

Power to draw inferences both within and between
sensor networks. These macrospatial systems introduce
the ability to draw new types of inferences. Sensor net-
work researchers are examining how to use several sen-
sors in a room to cross-correlate to prevent false positives.
Frequently thissensor fusionis done because sensors with
“identical” hardware have sensitivities that differ by or-
ders of magnitude. We can extend the notion of inference
logic to reach across base station barriers. Instead of cross-
correlation within a single network, applications can say:
“There has been a detection of eventx in another sensor
network near you, be more watchful for it until told to
stop.” This issue reaches below where CQ systems process
data, and by definition, it functions above sensor networks.
Sensor-oriented databases like TinyDB [23] may assist in
this effort with triggers and syntax, but higher-lever con-
structs will most likely be necessary.

4 Hourglass: A Data Collection Network
We have outlined the five major problems that must be ad-
dressed in order to build certain compelling sensor applica-
tions. In this section, we present a system that our research
group is building to address these five topics.

We propose to address the challenges outlined above by
developing adata collection network(DCN), a robust in-
frastructure for discovery, querying, and delivery of sen-
sor network data. We are currently developingHourglass,
a DCN that is intended to scale to a large number of
concurrent applications pulling data from a vast number
of geographically-diverse sensor networks. Hourglass is
based on an Internet-based overlay network in which nodes
act as both routers and stream processing engines. Unlike
traditional CQ systems, Hourglass specifically addresses
the challenges of intermittent connectivity, security, and
node heterogeneity.

The Hourglass architecture is depicted in Figure 1. Data
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Figure 1: Hourglass Data Collection Network.Data producer
proxies manage the interaction with sensor networks and Consumer
proxies engage with applications. In-network services compress, fil-
ter, aggregate, and temporarily store sensor data. Service continues un-
der disconnected operation, where only some services will function and
where devices are heavily constrained (e.g., in terms of power, band-
width, and latency).

flow in Hourglass is based on acircuit, which is a data path
through the system that ensures that an application receives
the data in which it is interested. A circuit includes inter-
mediateservicesthat perform operations on the data. Ser-
vices are organized into distinctservice providersthat cap-
ture a single administrative domain. Each service provider
includes acircuit manger, which is responsible for the set-
up and management of circuits, and aregistry, which aids
service discovery.

We are designing Hourglass with five overarching points
of design: use of connected circuits, leveraging distinc-
tion between core and periphery nodes, lightweight ser-
vice composition, remaining agnostic to user data types,
and scalable resource discovery.
Connected Circuits A circuit is a fundamental abstrac-
tion that links a set of data producers, a data consumer, and
in-network services into a data flow. A circuit enables ap-
plications to express their data needs at a high level and
pass the responsibility for creating data flows to the DCN,
thus simplifying the implementation of sensor data appli-
cations. Data injected into the circuit by data producers is
processed by intermediate services and then delivered to
data consumers.

As illustrated in Figure 1, a circuit in Hourglass is a tree
with a data consumer as the root, and data producers as
leaves. Data flows towards the consumer of the circuit and
is processed at intermediate nodes. Nodes in the circuit

can refer to Hourglass services in the system by includ-
ing aservice endpointthat binds a given circuit node to an
actual instance of a service. A service endpoint could be
implemented as an IP address and port number. Multiple
circuits can share particular physical realizations of the cir-
cuit links within a circuit, avoiding duplicate transmission
of data that is used by more than one circuit. A circuit also
has a globally uniquecircuit identifier that is used to refer
to it throughout the system.

Circuits are established by thecircuit manageraccord-
ing to requests from applications. An established circuit
is associated with a lease and needs to be refreshed peri-
odically, otherwise it is removed from the system. Such
a soft-state approach prevents the build-up of stale circuit
information after application failures.
Core vs. Periphery The DCN will be heterogeneous but
components will tend to exhibit relatively stable availabil-
ity, link, and storage properties over time. We plan to lever-
age these characteristics to make services aware whether
they exist on core or peripheral nodes and act accordingly.
Core nodes are more stable and would advertise stable stor-
age. More transient nodes would instead provide routing
and buffering services. Learning about and using the broad
but slow-changing characteristics of the DCNs constituent
nodes will let us make good choices about service place-
ment and migration.
Service CompositionHourglass supports a range ofin-
network servicesthat can be dynamically instantiated on
nodes along a circuit. Hourglass supplies a small set
of stream processing services. Third parties can supply
application-specific or resource-intensive services that run
on specific hosting centers and may be included in a cir-
cuit. One example is a stream storage service, which re-
quires significant (persistent) disk resources; unlike other
services, the storage service will not migrate across phys-
ical servers (although it may perform internal replication
and fail-over that is transparent to the circuit).

Hourglass services provide a suite of stream-processing
operations. Two representative services are the buffer ser-
vice and filter service. Abuffer serviceis responsible for
buffering data during disconnection and delivering it to the
rest of the circuit after reconnection. When a new circuit
is created whose semantics require that it be resilient in
the face of disconnection, buffer services are inserted at
wireless circuit links that are prone to disconnection by the
circuit manager. Afilter servicerestricts the data that flows
through a circuit according to a filter expression. This ser-
vice depends on the data model used in the circuit. For ex-
ample, a filter service can reduce the bandwidth consump-
tion of a circuit. The circuit manager can relocate filter
services in order to optimize the efficiency of a circuit.
Remaining agnostic to data typesDue to the heterogene-
ity of the environment, Hourglass does not enforce a global



data model for all circuits. Instead, a single circuit can
combine different data models, such as partially-structured
or relational data, with a range of data schemas, as long as
the services involved are able to understand each other, for
example, by translating between data representations.
Scalable Resource DiscoveryTo provide a system-wide
mechanism for discovery of sensor sources, existing cir-
cuits, and instantiated and potential services, we are de-
signing and building a scalable resource discovery layer
into Hourglass. This layer is fault-tolerant and exhibits
good locality due to its use of a distributed hash table. The
mechanism expands topic-based publish-subscribe with
strong support for predicates. It builds trees of topics
which interested parties and either subscribe or anycast to.
Several important areas of research into the Registry layer
into the dynamic awareness of core and transient nodes and
allowing some topics to be very broad (e.g.,storage) while
others contain extremely specific predicates.

5 Related Work
The Continuous Queries (CQ) work from the database
community offers in-network processing of streaming data
in stable, homogeneous networks [6, 7, 8, 12, 22, 25]. This
community has addressed issues of operator placement,
which is also important in a DCN. TelegraphCQ aims to
work in “unpredictable” situations: nodes can fail or query
optimization information can be incorrect; users can re-
state their queries on the fly. However, the criteria by
which CQ systems place operators do not include the pos-
sibility of intermittent connectivity. Whereas TelegraphCQ
and NiagraCQ move the data to a central processing point,
Hourglass can act on data either at or close to the pub-
lishing node. Additionally, these systems do not address
the scalability challenge that we face, nor do they offer the
wide range of data flow semantics that are necessary in our
target applications.

Most closely related to the notion of a data collection
network are systems such as IrisNet [9], PIER [16], As-
trolabe [28] and Medusa/Aurora [8], which are intended to
support distributed queries over many disparate, real-time
data sources using techniques such as overlay networks
and dynamic query operator placement. In particular, Au-
rora [35] is a system designed to support applications that
monitor continuous streams of data. While Aurora central-
izes stream processing, Hourglass provides a distributed
framework for circuit construction. PIER uses a DHT for
tuple storage, spreading data around the network based on
the namespace and primary key. In contrast, Hourglass cre-
ates circuits, yielding a scalable infrastructure like PIER
but without the high latencies induced by PIER’s DHT ar-
chitecture. Astrolabe uses hierarchical attribute aggrega-
tion for distributed stream management and gossiping for
faster attribute propagation.

Hourglass is also closely related to Grid initiatives on re-
source discovery and computation on streaming data. This
work has focused on naming and creating common inter-
faces for data and computation [10], as well as harness-
ing computational resources [30] and federating databases
[26]. A data collection network faces similar problems;
however, the Grid approach generally assumes a stable
and relatively high-performance network infrastructure. In
contrast, DCNs must gracefully handle temporary discon-
nection as well as a range of connection bandwidths to
sensor networks and the application endpoints receiving
sensor data. A DCN encompasses a broader and more
diverse set of participants than a traditional Grid system.
While common interfaces are important, the critical issue
for DCNs is providing interfaces for which minimal func-
tionality can be implemented on resource-constrained de-
vices, which may require interfaces to be backed by so-
phisticated services on more capable nodes.

More broadly, the Hourglass approach differs from
these systems in several key respects. First, we envision
an extremely rich set of services that can collect, filter,
aggregate, and process sensor data as it flows through a
network; the DCN should not constrain the set of services
to a small set of operators for a specific query interface.
Such an approach allows the system to evolve to support
a wide range of as-yet-unforeseen applications. Second,
Hourglass is designed to cope with mobility of sensor and
application endpoints and the resulting temporary discon-
nections from the rest of the network. Third, Hourglass
dynamically incorporates heterogeneous devices into the
system. CQ systems currently do not allow for this dy-
namic behavior, yet it will occur in long-lived applications
that Hourglass aims to address.

6 Conclusions

Motivated by several vision applications, this paper iden-
tified five open areas for future systems research. We
believe that the problems of handling heterogeneity, han-
dling intermittent connectivity, performing constrained in-
network service placement, addressing systemwide secu-
rity, and drawing inferences between sensor networks, are
major enough to warrant additional research attention. We
introduced Hourglass, a data collection network, that is be-
ing used to explore these problems.
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